
Soapstone Mini Lakshmi
Narasimha Sitting Statue 2 inch
Read More
SKU: 01182
Price: ₹7,500.00 Original price was: ₹7,500.00.₹
5,500.00Current price is: ₹5,500.00. inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Narasimha Statue, Statues & Sculptures,
Hindu Statues
Tags: Car Dashboard Accessories, Car Dashboard Idols
, Car Dashboard Statues, Dashboard Idols

Product Description

The mesmerizing  Mini Laxmi Narsimha sitting statue (2 inch) is a simple yet glossy white
charm. An elemental delight that is sure to turn few heads. Material: Pink Soapstone
Dimension(HWL): 2 x 1.3 x 0.8 inch Position: Sitting Statue  Sitting statue of Lord
Narasimha:

The Narasimha statue is sitting on a lotus plinth, Goddess Laxmi is seen sitting on his lap.
The statues are made from Pink soapstone, with a glossy glaze finish.
The statue is carved in half man-half lion form. Holding a coach and Chakra in upper
hands. The lower to gesture in Varada mudra and Abhay mudra
The beautiful sculpt is made by the artificer of Odisha, where stone carving is globally
popular for its intricate carving and design.

Regarding Lord Narsimha:

Laxmi Nrusingha is the fourth incarnation of Lord Vishnu.
According to Hindu scriptures, Laxmi Nrusingha represents Lord Jagannatha.
This Avatar has been taken in Satya Yuga. To destroy evil, protect people from cruelty, and
establish Dharma.
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 Suggestion and directions while  placing the stone sculptures:

It is favorable to install the structure in the north or northeast corner, facing him to the
east.
The statue can embellish in your tiny space like cabin, showcase, the cupboard of the
living room, and office.
Place it on your temple of home and office.
Don't hesitate to gift our dear one on their special occasion next time.

Benefits one will get by keeping the divine statue.

Keeping sacred statues and worshipping him bestow the devotees with wealth and
success.
Ward off negative impacts from planets, and evil forces by keeping the idol.
A idol of him influences one's life towards liberation and obtaining the protective grace of
the Lord.

How to clean the decorative stone:

The elegant decorative stone is made out of Pink soapstone
The chief advantage of Pink stone is its non-porous and durability.
Wipe the statue with a piece of cloth over the surface.
Keep dusting it periodically, so the dust would not make compile over the surface of the
stone sculptures.
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